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Red October

Canada: Economy took a breather in October
Real GDP by industry

Canadian real GDP growth:
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FACTS: Canada’s real GDP was flat in October,
disappointing consensus which was expecting the
expansion to continue. Services-producing industries
saw a 0.2% increase in output driven by healthy
contributions from wholesale, retail and real estate
which offset declines in finance/insurance and
administration support. The goods sector saw output
fall 0.4% as small gains in manufacturing were dwarfed
by declines in oil & gas, mining, construction, utilities
and agriculture. As a result, industrial production fell
0.5%. On a three-month annualized basis, real GDP
growth slowed to just 0.6% in October, the weakest
since mid-2016 (top chart).
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Canada: Worst dispersion in a year
Share of broad industries seeing output growth during the month
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More sectors seeing declines
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OPINION: October’s GDP report was disappointing not
just because of the below-consensus headline figure,
but also due to declines in most of the sectors. In fact,
less than 45% of broad sectors saw output gains during
October, meaning that for the first time in a year there
were more sectors seeing monthly output declines than
gains (middle chart). The drop in goods sector output
was surprising considering the reported export surge
during the month. We expect goods sector output to
have rebounded in November, helped by cyclical
industries such as manufacturing and construction
(housing starts were reportedly the highest since 2012
during that month). While the performance of the goods
sector has proven to be choppy, the services sector has
been steady and resilient with output hitting an all-time
high in October (bottom chart). The slow start to the
quarter does not mean Q4 growth will be weak. The
good handoff from September, and a likely rebound in
November should keep Canada’s GDP on track to grow
roughly 2% annualized in Q4, to cap off a very strong
2017.
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Canada: Resilient services sector hits new record
Output of services and goods sectors
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